October 2019 - Clear Blue Sea Newsletter About a Few Key Events

OUR FIRST WAREHOUSE FOR FREDS & INTERNS
Clear Blue Sea, 7939 Silverton Ave, San Diego, CA

Zane, Jessie, Tim
On Move-In Day

Two 16-foot FREDs/One 6-foot FRED
Two Days After Move-In

Sophia, Jesse, Mijael
Two Weeks After Move-In

Moving In, Up, and Out. Clear Blue Sea is leasing a commercial warehouse in San Diego so we can work in
a more collaborative and expansive setting – a big step up from building FREDs in garages and driveways
and meeting in kitchens, coffee shops, and local breweries.
Continuing our STEM Student Internship Program.
After having 80 STEM interns this summer, some of our
students are staying to work on FRED Jr., while new
interns have joined Clear Blue Sea for academic credit or
on a volunteer basis. Our current cohort of interns
includes 55 students. Our STEM Internship Program
includes planning and executing hands-on marine robot
projects, with Boot Camp training and follow-on
mentoring on project management, systems engineering
methodologies, and collaborative teamwork.
Thanks to Paula at USD for Providing
a Boot Camp Classroom for our Fall Interns!
Virginia Tech Interns Creating a CBSea On-Line Store.
Jingyi, Ryan, Aaron, Jack, Rachel, & Jonathan are on the VT student
team which has evaluated alternative commercial e-platforms and is
now prototyping Clear Blue Sea’s first on-line store. We plan to go
live with the store in late December once we have identified
sustainable manufacturers of the products we have designed. Our
Whale Bracelet is made with recycled plastic materials and mailed in
biodegradable envelopes. Thanks to Dr. Steven Skripak for leading
the design and funding the manufacturing of Clear Blue Sea’s first
bracelet. Available via the website donate button and only $20!
Please spread awareness of the ocean plastic crisis and our efforts for ocean cleanup.
FRED would appreciate your financial support to become itself more quickly!
Please Donate at ClearBlueSea.org

